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Improving hot air dryers by solar power energy                      Short analyse of dryer application.

This document is a short study about a design to 
improve efficiency hot air dryers by extra solar energy 
through Solar Concentrators by Absolicon Sweden.
Hot air dryers are very common in many industries and 
often the hot air comes from a steam boiler that use 
biomass fuel to make the heat. After the boiler the steam is 
transferred to a heat exchanger in pipes. Then we have a 
steam to air heat exchanger with a large fan to get the hot 
air into the dryer.

Depending on what is dried we have temperatures 
from 100C to 200C. Tea factories as an example use 200C 
steam from a boiler to in final end get 140C hot air in large 
quantities. Dryers often have outputs of 1 MW in hot air 
energy content. Image at right up is about 1.5x2 meter air 
intake an have 150C steam to heat the airflow.
This old process is not very efficient and losses in 
boiler and pipes are substantial. If we have better 
efficiency in boiler we still have losses so the best 
place to add energy from outside is to make hot air 
direct at fan intake.

The hot air solution we propose use an array of 
solar concentrators By Absolicon to make hot water 
( Max 160C ) that can be distributed in well insulated 
steam pipes to a water/air heat exchanger. To make all 
simple we put this heat exchanger in front of the old 
heat exchanger so we have 2 units on each other. The 
outer system is heated by the hot water from solar 
panels and the inner unit is like earlier connected to 
the old boilers steam pipes. This makes modifications 
and installation very simple.

When panels make hot water the airflow will 
automatically be heated compared to the air in the 
room. All extra pre heat gives lower demands of steam 
and from here less fuel in the boiler. If there is sun and 
no extra power the old exchanger operates as normal and let air pass through the other exchanger that will 
not heat up the air.

If the new heat exchanger with its Absolicon panels adds 30-50C extra on input air from the room it 
will save a lot of fuel in the boiler.
This is a very simple system with very good reliability and long life cycle.
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Profitability calculation of a system like this based on 1000M2 panel surface.
The calculations are done in the Absolicon Field Simulator 
calculation tool. Location we select is Kericho in Kenya and 
Bujumbura in Burundi as booth have exact same solar radiation 
data. Exact location is industrial estate just North the lake in 
Bujumbura Here 11 different boilers are in use within a circle of 5 
km radius. Panel area is 1000 M2 for the simulation.

Settings at left. Here we 
select 85C in temperature. 
We see panels produce 330 
KW energy in average when 
sunny. Per day the panels 
adds 1123 KWH of energy 
into the boiler condensate 
water. We save 41 tons in oil 
equivalents/year. In CO2 
emissions we save are 3300 
tons over a 25 year life cycle.
The pay back tool says that if 
we have used oil the pay 
back will be about 4.1 years. 
Here we have higher costs in 
many areas and then time 
will be shorter.
If we chose electricity we 
have a shorter pay off of 2.5 
years. Here we use a low 
electricity cost of 10 Euro 
Cent / KWH. In Kenya cost is  
about 16 Euro Cent / 
KWH and in Burundi it 
is about 25 Euro cent / 
KWH
At right the final page in 
simulator tool with a 

short summary.
Conclusion is this seems very attractive and cost efficient 
for anyone with a not to small boiler system.
If we look at customers perspective we see.
If there is a Oil fired boiler will earn a lot of money and save 
other costs. Oil is often import and payment in USD. Here 
we save Dollar import and cash out of the country. We of course have the green effects.
Wood fired boilers are here a bit different. Fire wood is local and normally hard to get and costly. Increasing 
demands often stops harvesting for fire wood and now there are planned stops for Eucalyptus harvesting in 
several countries. Here we have earnings in costs and high green effects.
Booth these saves lots of CO2 equivalents overtime and save our global environment.
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Some calculations and examples about  savings and costs. This is related to a 1000M2 system 
Key numbers from Absolicon data.
We get about 1100 KWH in energy in hot water per day.
We save 41 tons of oil equivalents
We save 3300 tons of CO2 / 25 years = This is equal to132 ton / year
From experience we know
Typical wood boilers in Africa have an efficiency of about 70-75% if wood is dry but it is normally too wet.
Tea boilers often use wood with a moisture content of 25-45 %. This adds high losses in output.
Most boilers use a open door fuel loading manually and this get cold air streams that possible reduce 
efficiency with 5-10 % of the boiler beside other losses. Pls see photo on page 1.
Keeping this in mind efficiency in most boilers are less good than here and costs raise up a bit extra.
From the web we get.
Eucalyptus wood energy content 17.384 KJ/Kg. Others say 15.5 KJ/Kg at 15% moisture content. If we have 
25% moisture content and use 20 ton fuel / day we use 20 tons of water to make steam = very high costs.
Oil price differs a lot but is range of Euro 600-1000/ ton
Electricity cost in Burundi is USD 0.31 / KWH and in Kenya USD 0.18
Key information from these numbers
41 ton of Oil is about USD 41 000 in Kenya for a oil burner like in a brewery. Burundi is higher in costs.
1100 KWH electricity in Burundi with USD 0.31/KWH. This is USD 124 500 / Year in value. ( Euro 105K )
Numbers and pay off of the investment
One 1000 M2 Absolicon farm approximative soon cost is about Euro 200 000. Maintenance is low and life 
cycle about 25 years. When installed costs for energy is very low.
If we have oil as boiler fuel we have a pay back on cost savings as here of about 5 years.
If we look at electricity it only about 2 years.
Options to Absolicon solar collectors and concentrators.
This is a part of what is used in steam boilers.  We also have other ways to improve efficiency and green 
environment effects. Here we list some of them shortly.
* ORC turbine to convert flue gas heat to electricity and hot water. 4 ton boilers gives typically about 

100-150 Kw electricity.
* Tube insulation solutions to reduce heat leaks a lot compared to todays solutions. Rockwool designs.
* Wood chip burner add on systems to get better efficiency and control of the boiler.
* Wood chip dryer solutions to reduce moisture content maybe 10 % only. We use waste heat here.
* Log dryer special system with hot air flow and hot air collectors
* Wood chippers , hydraulic high capacity splitters and pelletisers for fuel production. Briquette machines
* Gasifiers for biomass that makes electricity and hot water from wood etc.
* Economizer add on units to get boilers more efficient. Heat exchangers.
* High efficiency led lamps Gen 5 that need less power than other lamps. Many lamps use lots of power.
* Solar farms and solar energy by Photovoltaics. Electric energy storage in special battery units
* High efficiency diesel gen sets with energy recovery and about 10% less fuel needed when used.
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